InsightApps™ is a new and exciting Business Intelligence ‘dashboard’ designed specifically for the lift industry that provides your Businesses Big Picture or Detail instantly with the click of a mouse. Interfacing with everything from a spreadsheet to a full relational database, your data is presented as meaningful Management Information enabling you to make better more informed decisions improving your levels of service, increasing profitability and freeing your time to take action!

‘Dashboards’ like those shown below are rapidly becoming the choice of Management Information presentation for progressive Lift Companies. Information is presented in a highly usable format for rapid decisions. ‘Real’ dashboard systems automatically load data, directly from your data source and refresh the views periodically to provide you with up to date Information about performance, meaning there is no need for staff to mess around with spreadsheets and pivot tables!

By clicking on the Chart of interest, you can quickly ‘drill-down’ to the analysis or down further to the raw data

For more information contact: info@insight-apps.co.uk or view dashboards in action at www.insight-apps.co.uk
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